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Qantas Group PIA Commences
- by Steve Purvinas
LAMEs at Jetstar, Network and Qantas all voted overwhelmingly in favour of
protected industrial action last month. The first action has occurred with oneminute stoppages on 25th September.
The day of action was uneventful. Members lost on average 95 cents for
taking part. The airlines directed individual LAMEs to notify them by email in
advance of their intentions for the day. Many LAMEs had to do this from home
and have submitted overtime for having to work on emails during their time
off. The airlines are refusing to pay the overtime. We believe this to be a
breach of employment terms with the matter being reviewed by our office.

Part 43 Submission Winners
Professional Standards
Admin CRS

After the stoppages, a peace letter was sent to the group CEO. No further
action will take place for two months. We also offered an embargo on press
comments (4 corners had been filmed by then) knowing that the fight would
recommence in the lead up to Christmas if needed.
For now, members at all three airlines should sit tight. Discussions are taking
place in private, and progress is being made. As soon as offers are
formalised, they will go to the respective EA negotiation committees. At that
point members will be notified of discussion outcomes. For now, anything
being said in workplaces is mere speculation.
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PHI EAs
- by Glynn Sowter
PHI Broome
You will no doubt recall the
protected industrial action that
took place at PHI’s Broome site
earlier this year with members
fighting for fair pay and
conditions.
The result? After PHI spent
hundreds of thousands of
dollars on legal fees and a QC
to step on the necks of their
workers, the unions were able to
secure:

International Work

•

- by Steve Purvinas
We are currently participating in important aviation meetings in Montreal.
The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) resides permanently in
Canada. ICAO is an arm of the United Nations and ratified the Convention
on International Civil Aviation (Chicago Convention) in 1947. Australia is a
party to this international treaty which governs all international aviation law.
This body sits above CASA and sets rules that CASA must honour.

•

•

Between 5% and 10% pay
rises in the first year
(depending
on
initial
salaries) and 3% or CPI
thereafter until 2026; and
Trumped-up
allegations
against unions members
dropped by management;
and
Annual leave that can
actually be taken; and
An
entirely
new
HR
management team – the
deck has been cleared.

Each three years, the countries of the world meet to discuss the Chicago
Convention and any necessary adjustments. This is called the ICAO
assembly. The ALAEA also participates in these meetings through our
affiliation with the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF). The
ALAEA currently holds a seat on the aviation Board of the ITF. This year
marks the fourth ICAO assembly that our Association will attend as a select
team chosen to present worker concerns on the world stage.

•

The first half of September is used by our ITF team as we prepare our papers
and commence lobbying for our issues. This involves meeting dozens of
countries in their Montreal embassies as we attempt to win support for our
papers prior to presentation to the ICAO assembly. Our main paper this
year seeks to lock in a permanent role for unions in the post COVID recovery
process. We are also presenting a paper that asks the industry to prepare
in advance for future similar events.

What did this cost the ALAEA?
Besides a great deal of work late
at night and on weekends; Not
a cent.

An equally important part of our work is spent defending our position
against regular requests from the UAE, NZ, and Singapore. These countries
are always attempting to change the international laws so they can access
our domestic market and fly routes such as the lucrative Sydney-LAX sector.
We do not want a free for all inside Australia with heavily subsidised middle
east carriers competing against Australian operators. It would destroy our
industry. This work goes on behind the scenes. Our inclusion is illustrative
of the high international regard shown to the ALAEA.

PHI Karratha

How were we able to achieve
this? Our members stood up
and
fought
for
their
entitlements.

The lesson here is simple, you
get what you’re willing to fight
for.

Negotiations began this month
for a new agreement covering
the Karratha site. Hopefully
negotiations will go smoother
this time around, although only
time will tell.
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Direction to see the
Company Doctor
- by Glynn Sowter
Your employer directs you to attend a medical
appointment with their doctor or requests
medical information – what do you do?
Your first call should be to your local workplace
rep or the ALAEA office.
Why? Firstly, your employer is likely not entitled
to that information.
Secondly, employers rarely use the information
for good or to assist you.
Thirdly, if they are entitled to the information,
they should only be provided with the minimum
information to satisfy that entitlement.
Fourthly, their doctor isn’t working for you;
they’re working for the company.
It happens all too often that a member goes to
an appointment with a company Doctor; only to
find themselves facing termination or other strife
that could have been avoided. Even if they are
entitled to certain information, we can assist you
in managing the process and keeping it fair.
The bottom line is this:
Don’t do anything without first seeking advice
from the ALAEA.

Training Bonds
- by Sean Morgan
A couple of months ago the ALAEA put out a notice to all
members advising them not to sign training bonds unless
they had first sought the advice of the ALAEA. In the last few
months, the ALAEA has received requests for legal
assistance from several members who have signed, what
are best described as atrociously unfair bonds, which have
only delivered theory training (i.e., no guaranteed POC).
The members have then left before the expiry of the
bonded period. There is a potential defense to a former
employer's enforcement of such bonds, however, it requires
an application to the Federal Court of Australia. The legal
costs (which includes court and barrister fees) equates to
approximately $20,000. This is a significant financial impost
on the ALAEA and therefore members who have signed
training bonds, without first seeking our advice, could
potentially be asked to contribute to the legal costs of
defending their matter if a defense is possible.

Professional Standards Committee
- by Steve Re
At the recent Federal Executive meeting the Executive approved the
formation of a Professional Standards Committee. The purpose of the
committee will be to take necessary steps to ensure industry technical
standards are maintained.
From time-to-time members contact the ALAEA looking for assistance
in solving issues and disputes in the workplace around quality and
safety standards. The aim of the committee is to have an independent
review of the matters raised and assist in resolving the disputes, or if
necessary, liaise with the appropriate regulator in order to ensure the
highest standards are maintained. The committee members are Rod
Wyse, Chris Tamblyn, Mark Gant, Steve Fotoulis and Steve Re, with
input from other Executives when required.
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CHC EA
- by Brad Stewart
There have been 8 EA meetings over the last 3 months
with a new style of CHC management really laying on
thick and strong stall/delay tactics, with in my opinion
an extra layer of incompetence in relation to the
bargaining process.
The ALAEA has formed a strong professional working
relationship with the Offshore Alliance (OA) and the
AMWU to progress each of our Log of Claims via a
Single Bargaining Unit (SBU).
There is a huge wage disparity with salaries including
years of service into the base rate.
The ALAEA with the assistance of our 3 reps at CHC,
have develop a classification/pay structure based on
wage equality more aligned to skills, competence,
training, and licencing.
The ALAEA wage equality has received huge support
amongst the membership and the workforce in general.

Pay increase to the
modern award
- by Noel Speers
The Fair Work Commission Annual Wage Review
decision for 2021-22 will mean an increase of
4.6% from 1 October 2022 to the rates in the
Airline Operations modern award.

VARA Heads to PIA
- by Steve Purvinas
Virgin Australia Regional Airline Perth based
members are voting on protected industrial
action in support of their wage claims.
Like other airlines, they have been offered a twoyear wage freeze. Members say this is entirely
inappropriate when CPI is above 5% pa. The
ALAEA suspects the Virgin CEO is mimicking
industrial strategies learnt from her old employer,
the Qantas group. Members voted 96% in favour.

Rex Engineers EA voted up
- by Noel Speers
Negotiations for a replacement Agreement for Rex Engineers have concluded and the EA has been voted up by
a healthy margin. The EA provides for an increase of 4.0% from July 2022 and further increases of 2.0% or CPI up
to a cap of 4.0% (whichever is higher) from July 2023,2024 and 2025, with no trade-offs. The nominal expiry date
is 30 June 2025.

Qantas TSS EA
Negotiations
- by Glynn Sowter
Despite negotiations beginning in
August 2018 and an in-principal
agreement being reached in March
2020, negotiations continue. Why?
Because Qantas reneged on the deal
later the same month and is now
offering the same deal with a two-year
pay freeze and 2% pa thereafter
instead of the 3% pa previously
offered. It’s simply not good enough,
Qantas need to do better by their
employees.
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Enterprise Agreement Negotiation Watch
Enterprise Agreement
Airbus Darwin

Status
Expires April 2023

Enterprise Agreement

Alliance Brisbane

Expires May 2023

LifeFlight

Alliance Nth Qld

Expires Oct 2024

Network

Alliance Perth

Expires Aug 2024

Babcock

Expired Mar 2020

Northern NSW
Helicopters
Northrup Grumman

BAE Systems Australia

Expired Jul 2018

Panasonic

Expires Jun 2023

Bristow Helicopters

PHI international WA

Carbine Services

Terminated by FWC 17
August 2021
Expires Jun 2022

Cathay Pacific

Expired Dec 2017

CASA

Expired Nov 2019

Qantas Tech
Salaried Staff
REX

Expired Dec 2021
Negotiating (Karratha)
Expired Jan 2019
Negotiating – in PIA
Expired Dec 2018
Negotiating
Expires Jun 2025

CHC Helicopters

RFDS Eastern

Expires Dec 2022

Cobham Base

Expires Aug 2022
Negotiating
Expired Jun 2021

RFDS WA

Expired Oct 2021

Cobham Line

Expired Jun 2021

Sunstate

Expired Dec 2018

Eastern Line

Expired Dec 2019
Negotiating
Expired Jun 2021
Negotiating
Expired Dec 2019

Toll Aircraft Maintenance

Expired Jun 2021

Toll Helicopters

Expired Oct 2021

United

Expired Jul 2019

Eastern Tamworth
Emirates

Jetstar

Qantas LAME

Status
Expired Apr 2021
Negotiating – in PIA
Expires Jun 2022
Expired May 2020
Negotiating – in PIA
Expires Jul 2022
Expired Jun 2019

Jet Aviation
Cairns
Jet Aviation East Sale

Expires Dec 2022

Virgin Tech

Expires Apr 2023

Expires Sep 2024

Heston

Expires Mar 2023

Virgin Australia
Regional Airline (VARA)

Expired Feb 2021
Negotiating - in PIA
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Babcock MCSA EA Negotiations
- by Noel Speers
The ALAEA and Employee Bargaining Reps (EBRs) commenced negotiations for a new Babcock Engineers EA
back in November last year. To say the process so far has been extremely frustrating would be an understatement.
During this period the Company has had three changes to the Managing Director position who has led the
negotiations for the Company.
We had a recent phase of negotiations where reaching an agreement in principle on an EA looked a distinct
possibility but that unraveled when the new MD reneged on some previous understandings reached in the
negotiations. We’ll continue to bargain in good faith but the ALAEA is now making plans to apply to the Fair Work
Commission for a Protected Action Ballot to further press our claims. We urge those LAMEs not yet an ALAEA
member to join the Association to maximise our negotiating position.

Toll Helicopters EA
- by Noel Speers
Negotiations are well underway for a new
Agreement covering our members at Toll
Helicopters.
A comprehensive bargaining log of claims
has been presented to the Company seeking
pay increases and improvements to a
number of current terms and conditions. It is
early days in the negotiations, but hopefully
good progress can be made in the near term.

TOIL Accruals in General Aviation – Case Update
- by Sean Morgan
Earlier this year I advised members that the ALAEA, on behalf of a member in GA, lodged an underpayment of
wages application in the Chief Industrial Magistrates Court of NSW ('CIM'). The CIM is a specialised division of the
Local Court of NSW.
To recap the member had signed a contract of employment in which the employer agreed to provide our member
with 'time off in lieu' (TOIL) instead of paying overtime. When our member later resigned from the company the
manager refused to payout our member's accrued TOIL in accordance with clause 26.6(k) of the Airline
Operations – Ground Staff Award 2020 (AOGSA).
The case was finally determined by the CIM in August with the great news being that the Court ordered the
employer pay our member's claim, plus interest. The member has received his payment.
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What is an ‘Admin’ CRS?
- by Chris Burleigh
One of the matters that Aircraft Engineers International (AEI) is fighting against presently is airlines and MROs that
are actively trying to devalue certification for release to service procedures (CRS). Their process, which is against
the regulations of any country utilising an EASA style system, generally moves the issuing of a CRS from a licensed
engineer working directly on the aircraft to administration staff. This illegal process is often referred to as “admin
release”. At the moment, admin release is confined to a few players in Europe, the biggest of which is Lufthansa
Tech. Admin release would spread quickly if this type of corner cutting was not challenged. The following provides
some examples of admin release significant events: An A320 had simultaneous engine maintenance carried out prior to an ETOPS flight with no simultaneous
precautions taken. Admin staff allowed return to service because the correct number of tasks had been acquitted.
The pilots refused to accept the aircraft.

The above is the attempted landing of a Bombardier Global 5000 after heavy maintenance by Lufthansa in Berlin.
The flight controls had been incorrectly assembled. The airframe was written off. Angela Merkel had been
scheduled to travel in the aircraft.
A B777 freighter declared “mayday” after takeoff due erroneous airspeed and altimeter readings during its first
flight following heavy maintenance by Lufthansa Tech in Frankfurt. The pitot static ADMs had not been connected.
No appropriately licensed B2 worked on the system. The certifying LAME didn’t work directly on the aircraft.
In the above 3 examples, if the CRS regulations had been followed at the appropriate locations, the certifying
LAME should have picked up on the anomalies. Administration staff working remotely from the aircraft don’t have
the knowledge, training or experience to know if an aircraft is safe to return to service.
The ALAEA is partnering with AEI to attempt to put a stop to admin release.
Chris Burleigh is the
ALAEA Executive Councillor GA & Other Airlines
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CASR Part 43 update and
Submission winners

ALAEA Executive elected
and Federal Conference

- by Steve Re

- by Rod Wyse

Congratulations to Rod Tomlins and Keith Blaik for
both making excellent submissions to CASA
critiquing Part 43. The Executive sub-committee
couldn’t split them and have decided to award a
prize to each. Longtime member John Skidmore
was chosen at random for the other voucher. Having
said that, John’s submission and subsequent
exchange with CASA was also excellent.

The election of your ALAEA Executive is now
complete. I would like to recognise and thank Mick
Weitenberg for serving on the executive for 20 years
with many of those years as Senior Vice President.
Congratulations Chris Tamblyn who has taken on
the SVP role, Chris brings a wealth of experience to
the table. To replace Chris as a Virgin Councilor, we
are fortunate enough to have Dean Fitzpatrick now
in that role.

Since submissions on Part 43 were made there has
been relative quiet from CASA as they work on
considering the issues raised by the industry. We
have no confidence however that that process will
be genuine or robust. For example, a recent
Freedom of Information request has unearthed
serious flaws in CASA’s use of data in justifying Part
43. They have grossly inflated the dollar figure of
regulatory compliance and have stated that every
organisation applying to CASA for an AMO approval
has a $20,000, 6-month delay (caused by CASA)
between making the application and being issued
the certificate. CASA insiders tell us the approval
should take around 20-25 hours work – including
onsite inspections. They also state that all CAR 30
organisations are audited every year – something
described as “fantasy” by many organisations.
We will keep you updated.

We are still seeking interest for ALAEA Executive
positions in aligned Regional Airlines, Helicopter
sector and Staff Classifications (TSS). Nominations
for these vacancies will be sent out soon.
The ALAEA Federal Conference is going to be held
in Brisbane, November 2022. This conference is
held every 4 years with a view to assist in
determining the associations strategies for the
future. Expressions of interest to attend as a
delegate are out now. It will be great to see a good
cross-section of our membership from around the
country attend.
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